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Welcome
First of all, may I assure our members that
the Air-Britain team have not been having any
parties, events or presenting birthday cakes
to our Chair! We have been working diligently
of the production of new books for 2022.
The first annual, BizQR, is scheduled to now be
in stock (see page 3 opposite). With regard to the
remaining annuals and quick reference volumes,
production is moving ahead with all of these (see the
update below).
Unfortunately, progress on some of our ‘heavyweight’
volumes has not been as rapid as we hoped. The
Bristol Beaufighter book (see page 3 opposite) is
still to be completed, but should be available in the
near future. Please keep an eye open on our sales
website, Facebook page and the Air-Britain Message
Board – http://air-britain.freeforums.net/ to see when
this is in stock. The VC10 book progresses and will
follow on from the Beaufighter. Two further softback
books, the Bristol M1 (author Phil Jarrett), and The
General Aviation Handbook (author Rod Simpson)
are now being laid out. Again check our social media
for udates.

To ease the current pressure on people’s expenditure,
we are holding a SPRING SALE. Look at pages
6-8 for details of the books we have on offer with
massive discounts.
We have two new books from outside publishers.
The first is ‘Fairey Fox – Caught in the tides of War’,
a marvellous examination of this interwar light
bomber that served in one squadron of the RAF,
and also in the Belgian Air Force up to the Nazi
invasion in 1940, as well as the Peruvian Air Force.
The second is ‘Driving Force – The History of Sabena
Belgian Airlines’, which tells the story of the Belgian
flag-carrier from its creation serving Belgian
Congo to its liquidation in 2001. The book includes
production histories of Sabena’s fleets. Details of
both books are on page 9.
As ever if you are seeking that long missing book or
magazine, remember to check our huge range of
second-hand books and magazines. Details of how to
search our list and place an order is given on page 11.

COMING SOON!

Watch out for announcements on our website, Facebook page and the Air-Britain Message Board –
http://air-britain.freeforums.net/ before placing your order.

Air-Britain
Military Transports Quick Reference

MTQR
2022

The next three QR’s are in
preparation. AFQR 2022,
UKQR 2022 and MTQR 2022
should be available by the end
of March. The two volume
ERH 2022 will follow shortly
thereafter.

Compiled by Philip Hancock
Produced in conjunction with Air-Britain News

Cover photo: North American Harvard Mk.4 G-BSBG of Navy Wings over Somerset on 2 June 2021. (Lee Howard). Above: Magni Gyro M24 Orion 35PK /
F-JANN (24169564) makes a fly-past during a demonstration at the Blois Mondial ULM meeting on 4th September 2021. (Dave Partington).
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Business Jets & Turboprops Quick Reference – BizQR 2022
Compiled by Steven Sowter and Ton van Soest
This is the 20th edition of this annual
publication, containing all the world’s civil
and military biz-jets, biz-turboprops and
corporate airliners, correct to January 2022.
The aircraft are listed in registration order and
the entries give type and construction number
information.

Despite the global pandemic, all areas covered
in this book have seen increased numbers of
aircraft appearing (around 750 bizjets and over
600 turboprops), including a 16% increase in
corporate airliners.

A5 softback, 216 pages.

Members £11.50

Piper Aircraft – Freedom of Flight
This is the history of the iconic American aircraft
manufacturer. The author Roger Peperell, is
Piper’s Company Historian. This work of two
volumes has been produced with the complete
co-operation of Piper Aircraft Inc. and the Piper
Aviation Museum, where Roger is a Board
Director. Piper celebrated its 80th year in 2017.
Since its creation Piper have built and sold
more than 133,000 aircraft. Today they are still
building seven different models at their factory at
Vero Beach, Florida, USA.
The first volume covers the history of the
company and the development of all the types
produced from Taylor through to the latest M600
models. Prototypes, proposed designs, Aerostars,

Non-Members £14.50

Roger W Peperell

PiperSports and overseas production are all
included. There are summarised production and
specification tables plus side-view drawings.
The second volume is the reference point for
all the performance and production details of
each model. This is up to date to the beginning
of 2020 and contains full production tables,
performance and specification tables, military
cross-reference tables, foreign assembly
production tables, three-view drawings and
development plans.
In the two volumes there are 1,990 illustrations,
photographs, drawings, Artist’s Impressions,
logos and side-views.

Two Volumes – First book hardback (217mm x 275mm) with narrative of the company’s
history and aircraft, 528 pages, over 1,500 colour and B&W images. Second book softback full
production tables etc. 128 pages.

Members £35.00 Non-members £52.50

Bristol Beaufighter – The Full Story
John Hamlin Author & Geoffrey Negus Editor
One of the most versatile strike aircraft of World War 2, the Beaufighter served in
campaigns across the world. It was one of the most important British types of the
conflict.
Easily the most comprehensive profile of the type yet, this volume provides
individual histories of the 5,564 aircraft built in England and the hundreds built
or assembled in Australia for use against the Japanese. Several hundred were used
as night interceptors by the USAAF, and others were used by the Dominican
Republic, Portugal, France, Israel and Turkey. The “Beau” did not retire from the
RAF until 1960.
For many, the crowning glory of this magnificent volume will be the 825 black and
white and 28 colour photographs, with their comprehensive captions. Most have
never appeared in print before.
Chapters cover development, production, operational overview, and details of the
Beaufighter’s service with individual units of the RAF and Commonwealth air
forces, the FAA, the SAAF, the RAAF in the Pacific, and the USAAF. Personnel
involved in operational losses and other incidents are indexed.
There is a critical assessment of whether the Japanese, as has so often been claimed, really did call it “whispering death”.
A4 hardback, 432 pages, 825 b&w and 28 colour photographs, 24 colour side views and nine six-view colour general
arrangements.

Members Price to be confirmed, check on website
Spring 2022

Non-members Price to be confirmed, check on website

www.air-britain.com     +44 (0)1732 363815
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Auster Production Histories
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AUSTER PRODUCTION HISTORIES

C/n 2286 was Auster AOP.6 floatplane VF517 seen during trials with the MAEE
at Felixstowe in March 1947. (Jack Meaden coln.)

SEIROTSIH NO

ITCUDORP

RETSUA
to Sweden 15.6.64. Regd SE-ELM (reserved 9.4.64) (CofR 1891) 30.6.64
to Föreningen Flyguppdrag, Varberg. Interim CofA issued 30.6.64; full
CofA 2001 issued 14.6.66. Sold 3.11.68 & regd 14.4.69 to AB Nyge-Aero,
Nyköping. CofA lapsed 30.6.69. Regn cld 18.12.69 as sold Norway. Regd
LN-KCN 5.5.70 to Magne Reitan & partners, Nauste i Romsdal. Regd 1.11.78
to Sigvald Dale, Alversund and stored. Rebuilt 1986-89 by Dagfinn Andersen
for Kaare Hovland and reflown 10.89. Regd 19.5.89 to Dagfinn Andersen,
Kaare Hovland & partners (KCN-Gruppen), Lillehammer. Regd .99 to Sola
Flying Club, Sola; deld 24.8.99. Regd to KO Solbakken, G Johannessen & PO
Engebretsen, Lillehammer. Sold 30.11.06 to S Johan M Wiklund, Limhamn;
EAA Permit to rebuild #1347 issued 23.3.07. Permit for test flights issued
13.11.07. Regn cld 21.11.07. Regd SE-ELM (CofR 8804) 30.8.11 to S Johan M
Wiklund, Limhamn; CofA renewed 17.5.11. Sold 29.10.11 & regd 23.11.11 to
NA Rikard Andersson, Skurup (based Eslöv). Currently regd.
2284
Auster AOP.6 VF515. To 20 MU Aston Down 24.10.46. To 664
Squadron/1970 Flt, Hucknall; coded ‘T’ 23.2.50. Crashed into fence on forced
landing Westkirchen, Germany 2.7.54; to Auster 16.3.55 for repairs. To 19
MU St Athan 28.9.55. Transferred to Army Air Corps 1.9.57. To 2 TAF/12
Independent Liaison Flt, Wildenrath 26.9.57. Believed sold to Auster
Aircraft. Partially converted by Beagle to A.61 Terrier 2 but not completed.
Sold 12.68 to Hants & Sussex Aviation Ltd, White Waltham.

CofA lapsed 20.10.78; to Ley Farm, Chirk for overhaul; CofA renewed 21.1.81.
CofA lapsed 20.1.84. Cld & regd 20.7.84 to The Museum of Army Flying,
Middle Wallop. To Brent Owen; sold .87 to Tony Bailey & Richard Webber
and dismantled for rebuild on farm nr Crediton. Regn cld by CAA 7.12.88.
Regd 10.4.89 to Charles Anthony Bailey, Westacott Farm, Crediton. Regd
7 rebuild RAF Coningsby
25.7.90 to Robert Clive Burden, Northallerton; 6on
[7.90]; Langham, Norfolk [8.93]. CofA renewed 6.1.94; painted as VF516 &
based Bagby. Regd 24.8.00 to Brinley Andrews, Bideford (based Trenchard
Farm, Eggesford). PtoF issued 13.5.09. Regd 4.8.16 to Folland Aircraft Ltd,
Salisbury. Regd 20.2.19 to Samuel Woodgate, Richard Pike & Jeffery Pike,
Bockenfield Aerodrome, Felton, Morpeth. Currently regd.
2286
Auster AOP.6 VF517. To CS(A) at Auster Aircraft 25.10.46 for
trials; fitted with floats by Saunders-Roe Ltd at Marine Aircraft Experimental
Establishment, Felixstowe. Formally transferred to MAEE 10.6.47. Starboard
float collapsed on landing Felixstowe 7.8.47 causing major damage. Soc
26.8.47 as scrap.
2287
Auster AOP.6 VF518. To CS(A) at Auster Aircraft 26.10.46 for
trials; fitted with various types of lengthened u/c & skis in connection with
RCAF order. To A&AEE Boscombe Down 12.5.48. Overturned on take-off
Boscombe Down 27.5.48; returned to Rearsby for repairs 9.7.48 but soc
10.8.48.

2288
Auster AOP.6 VF519. To 20 MU Aston Down 28.10.46. To 661
Squadron/1959 Flt, Henlow 28.8.50; coded ‘P’. To 19 MU St Athan 12.2.57.
2285
Auster AOP.6 VF516. To 20 MU Aston Down 24.10.46. To 47 MU
Sold as scrap 25.5.60 to Auster Aircraft. Converted to A.61 Terrier 2; given
Sealand 7.8.51; to Birkenhead Docks 9.8.51 & shipped to Korea 20.8.51 on
new c/n B.634. Regd G-ASYN (CofR R8381) 16.11.64 to Leslie Brown,
SS Ben Avon. To 657 Squadron/1913 Light Liaison Flt, Seoul/Fort George
Horncastle, Lincs (based Ingoldmells). Ff 18.12.64. CofA issued 21.12.64;
1.11.51. To RAF Iwakuni, Japan [early 53] for inspection; returned to 1913 Flt,
deld 31.12.64. Damaged in forced landing 27.1.66; repaired. Cld 2.1.70 &
Fort George. To 1st Commonwealth Division Light Liaison Section 18.1.55.
regd 14.1.70 to Dismore Aviation Ltd. Cld 6.7.70 & regd 31.7.70 to Harold
To Seletar for inspection 8.6.56 & shipped back to UK; to 19 MU St Athan
Wood & Mrs Shirley Botham, Rotherham (based Netherthorpe). Damaged
13.10.56. To Auster Aircraft 26.1.59 & converted to Auster T.10; loaned to
nodroG semaJ
in ground collision 21.6.71; repaired. Cld 5.4.73 & regd 24.5.73 to Keith
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Malcolm Fillmore

Detailing the histories of each and every Auster built, Auster Production Histories
is the companion volume to Auster – The Company and the Aircraft which told the
story of Auster and the derivatives produced. Many Austers remain active around
the world. There are also airframes stored which enthusiasts are gradually putting
back together again. It surprising to see, for example, just how many Austers are
active in Australia and the number of projects throughout Europe and North
America. Auster Production Histories documents what is known about every
Auster still active, currently ‘resting’ or long since scrapped. Perhaps one of the
consequences of doing so may be to incentivise those with an engineering bias to
get more back into the air. Anyone reading this who has an interest in the type
might also like to join The International Auster Club with its very active website,
magazine and events.
This book is the only source, published or digital, which provides the detailed
histories of every Auster built. There are some 550photos, the vast majority of
which have never before been published. Air-Britain is committed to continue to
record detailed aircraft histories and we therefore welcome any future additions.
Aeroplane – Book of the Month “never to be surpassed record of one of the UK’s major
manufacturers of light aeroplanes.” ★★★★★
A4, hardback, 256 pages, 550 photos.

Members £29.50

Non-members £39.95

Auster – The Company and the Aircraft
216

Auster AircrAft

J2 Arrow

Modified J4
G-AIJT

J2 and J4
roof detail

J4

J5

J5 on floats
(RNZAF)

J5B Autocar

J5R Alpine

Tom Wenham, Rod Simpson, and Malcolm Fillmore
Complementary to Auster Production Histories, this tells the story of Auster
Aircraft’s long history. In World War II over 1,600 Austers were built for the
British and other air forces. After the War the Autocrat and its successors were
successful worldwide. Using the same basic airframe, the Auster changed its
shape and the 180hp Husky of 1960 was very different from the original 55hp
Taylorcraft Model C. Austers undertook many tasks including crop spraying,
aerial advertising and joyriding. This is the story of an iconic aviation company
and classic light aircraft which live on in the hands of enthusiastic owners today.
‘…will probably become the standard work on the company…’ RAeS AEROSPACE magazine

Model P Avis

A4, hardback, 242 pages, in excess of 600 photos and many new line drawings.

I

Model P Avis

II

Members: £29.50

Non-members: £39.95

Avro Lancaster to York

Derek A King

The York first flew in July 1942. It utilised
the proven design of the Lancaster’s wing
and tail unit and harnessed the reliability of
the Rolls-Royce Merlin. RAF Yorks played
a crucial role in the Berlin airlift, taking
vital raw materials into the besieged city and
bringing refugees out. At pain of interception
by Soviet fighters, the Yorks were confined
to narrow corridors. British South American
Airways and British Overseas Airways
Corporation used the York extensively on
long-distance routes. The York was also used
by British independent airlines and operators

around the world into the 1960s.
Less successful was the Lancastrian,
basically an attempt to mould the Lancaster
into an airliner. Nevertheless, the type
enabled services to be opened to the
(then) British Empire and South America
immediately after the war.
‘Air-Britain and the author, the late Derek King,
have produced a remarkable history... represents
aviation publishing at its very best.’
- The Aero Historian

A4 hardback, 390 pages, detailed individual aircraft histories, registration/serial crossreference, over 800 photographs (160 in colour), and colour side views.

Members £34.95

4

Non-members £47.50
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AIR-BRITAIN SOFTBACKS
Sopwith Dove – A Sporting Biplane
with Fighter Forebears Philip Jarrett

De Havilland Drover – Australia’s
Outback Workhorse Geoff Goodall

With the ending of the First
World War Sopwith was quick to
produce aeroplanes aimed at the
perceived new market for civil
aviation. One of its first offerings
was the Dove, a sporting two-seat
biplane said to be based on the
much-loved Pup fighter of 1916
but actually having more in
common with the later Snipe. The
author’s detailed history of this
previously poorly-recorded type,
includes the unique single-seater
which Bert Hinkler planned to fly
to Australia, the Doves exported
to Canada, Australia and Sweden, and the reproduction Dove
now to be based with the Shuttleworth Collection at Old
Warden. A fine set of scale drawings by Mick Davis rounds
off this monograph, which is profusely illustrated and features
many hitherto unpublished photographs.

Flying across the Australian
Outback, Papua New Guinea and
the Pacific Islands, the story of
the Drover is told in marvellous
detail by acclaimed Australian
aeronautical historian Geoff
Goodall. Demonstrating it most
definitely was not a Dove with
an extra engine, he explains
the genesis of the Drover as a
replacement for the pre-war
Dragon. Issues with variable pitch
propellers, which arguably sealed
its commercial fate, are examined
with the attempts to solve these
and the subsequent fitting of Lycoming engines. The type’s
service with Qantas, TAA, the Royal Flying Doctor Service and
subsequent third level operators is covered in detail.

A4, softback, 80 pages, 107 photos, 5 pages of GA drawings.

There is a full production history and excellent drawings by
Juanita Franzi. Over 160 photographs, the majority never
before published.
A4, softback, 96 pages, 168 photos, 3 view GA drawings and
colour side views.

Members £14.95 Non-members £19.95

Members £14.95 Non-members £19.95

Scottish Aviation Bulldog – Trainer for the World
Tom Wenham
This book tells the story of the Bulldog from its
inception at Beagle as a military trainer derivative
of the Pup for Sweden, through its troubled
gestation with the demise of Beagle and eventual
production by Scottish Aviation. Its 28 -year
service with the Royal Air Force and many other
air forces around the world and subsequent use by
private owners is dealt with in detail. The book
has everything you need to know about the design,

development, production and usage with histories
of each Bulldog built. It is profusely illustrated
with colour and black and white photos. Paul
Jackson has prepared excellent 3-view general
arrangement drawings of the Bulldog and its
proposed successor the Bullfinch. Juanita Franzi
has produced colour side views to her normal
admirable standard of Bulldogs in Royal Air
Force and other air force’s colour schemes..

A4, softback, 104 pages, 127 photos, GA drawings, 6 colour side views.

Members £14.95 Non-members £19.95

Scottish Aviation Pioneers – Scotland’s STOL Specialists
Chris Hobson
Written by the leading expert on these two
types, Scottish Aviation Pioneers chronicles the
development, production and military & civil use
of the both types of aircraft.
They were best known for impressive short takeoff & landing capabilities and docile handling
qualities. The aircraft were most successful in
military operations in the jungles and mountains
of Malaysia and Borneo, the sandy desert strips of
Aden and Oman or the hot and high conditions
of Kenya.

The book covers military and civil uses in
boundless detail. There are marvellous b&w
and contemporary colour images sourced by the
author, excellent three view line drawings and
10 colour side views, information on surviving
examples, and as always full histories of all
aircraft.
Aeroplane – Book of the Month – ****
The Aviation Historian – ‘If it’s Air-Britain, it should be
on your bookshelf.’

A4, softback, 200 photos, 120 pages, three view line drawings and 10 colour side views.

Members £17.00
Spring 2022

Non-members £22.00

www.air-britain.com     +44 (0)1732 363815
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SPRING SALE
Aviation Museums and Collections of the
Rest of the World 2nd Edition
Bob Ogden
The hugely expanded and completely revised second edition covers 130 countries:
42 (Africa), 45 (Asia), 8 (Oceania), 22 (Central America), 13 (South America). More
than 14,700 aircraft in over 4,300 locations are listed, giving type (and previous types
where it has been modified), serial or registration currently carried, constructor’s
number, previous identities and status.
Includes aircraft in both public and private collections, preserved as gate guardians,
used in technical schools, as bars and restaurants. Each museum has its title, address,
contact numbers, opening times, location, its GPS co-ordinates, and the date on
which its contents was last reported. For monuments, the location and GPS coordinates are given, plus extra notes where applicable.
All sections are fully cross-indexed by type using our code reference system. Future
additions and changes will be published in Air-Britain News.
Hardback, A5, 800 pages

Members and Non-members £20.00

Grumman Amphibians – Goose, Widgeon and
Mallard
Fred J Knight and Colin R Smith
60

THE GRUMMAN AMPHIBIANS

– GOOSE, WIDGEON & M

ALLARD

The G-21B was a pure flying
boat rather numbers 97
than an amphibian, being
– 108. In 1952 the nine
G-21B it was approved
built without aircraft
wheels by the Grumman
which
under Type Certificate No.
factory. The the Força remained were transferred to 4A24 on 7th
contract placed by
November
Aérea Portuguesa (FAP)
the
capacity was increased from 1958. Fuel
government on 19th DecemberPortuguese (Portuguese Air Force).
220 to 450 US
1939 was
gallons, allowing a normal
for 12 “B” model flying
range of 1,500
boats fitted with McKinnon
miles at a cruising speed
two 0.30 calibre machine
of 225mph. Other
guns (one dorsal, conversion G-21C four-engined
improvements included
the other mounted in the
retractable wingbow), and with the
tip floats, an extended radar
additional capability to
nose,
carry two 100lb After
fin and a one-piece wrap-arounda dorsal
the success with his Super
bombs as under-wing
windstores. Grumman programme
Widgeon screen with
additional
built 12 examples with
which began in 1952, Angus
construction “Mac”
G “eyebrow” windows. overhead cockpit
numbers 1088 – 1099.
McKinnon
Passenger comfort
of
McKinnon was enhanced
These
supposedly carried temporary aircraft Enterprises Inc, in Sandy, Oregon
by the installation of
started executive seating
US civil on a series
registrations NX97
and the fitting of large
of Goose conversions in
– NX108, later of
1956, “picture” windows
which the G-21C was the
becoming NC97 – NC108,
measuring 54x18
first. The G- inches.
prior to being 21C was
The landing
shipped to Portugal.
a four-engine conversion
The first (NX) the
because flaps and airscrew gear, wing-tip floats,
Wasp Juniors could not
registration would have
pitch were each operated
be replaced on using
been appropriate a one-for-one
the 24-volt electrical system.
for any “experimental”
basis due to the lack of
test flights suitable
a
conducted
engine
of comparable power.
before
their
eventual Accordingly,
The two aircraft thus converted
“commercial” certification
were:
– except that GSO-480-B2D6four 340hp Lycoming
the Grumman G-21B was
six-cylinder, air-cooled, • Grumman JRF-6B c/n
never recognized flat
1147, which had
(horizontally-opposed),
officially as an approved
been operated by the
supercharged
design under piston
Fish & Wildlife
Approved Type Certificate
engines were installed,
Service in Alaska as NC709
fitted with
654. Aircraft Hartzell
until it was
were delivered to Portugal
three-bladed constant speed
bought by McKinnon in
by sea between pellers.
proJanuary 1957
April and July 1940 and
The conversion, as
and converted into the
with the
were assigned Widgeon,
first G-21C
Portuguese Aviação Naval
was carried out by McKinnon,
during the course of 1957
identification with the
and 1958. It
help of AM “Abe”
was given McKinnon
c/n 1201 and
owner and chief engineer Kaplan, the
registered
as
of
N150M.
Strato
Engineering Company
Inc of Burbank, • Grumman
California.
JRF-5 c/n B-78, registered
as
N3459C, was sold
The four-engined G-21C
by McKinnon
had an
Enterprises Inc to Everbrite
increased gross weight of
12,499lbs, which
Signs of Milwaukee, Wisconsin Electric
allowed up to nine people
to be carried, and
on 23rd
March 1959. During the next
four months,

Above: Three-view silhouette
of the McKinnon
G-21C Goose conversion.
Note the “eyebrow”
cockpit windows.

McKinnon’s second G-21C
N3459C (c/n 1202) converted
exported to East Pakistan
from Grumman c/n B-78.
in 1967, and from 1972 was
The remains of the fuselage
in service with the GovernmentThe aircraft was
are currently at Dhaka.
The photograph was probably of Bangladesh.
1960s.
taken in the early
(Jennifer Gradidge)

McKinnon’s first G-21C
conversion N150M (c/n
1147/1201) with four 340hp
constant speed propellers.
The photograph dates from
Lycoming GSO-480-B2D6
circa January 1958.
engines, fitted with Hartzell
three-bladed
(Grumman photo G-79626)

This book documents the development of
the Goose, Widgeon and Mallard.
It gives detailed coverage of world-wide
military and civilian operators, with full
details of the many modifications and
conversions carried out on all three types.
Multiple illustrations include, maps,
advertisements, brochures, timetables
and philatelic items. Appendices cover
the detailed history of each of the 721
airframes built, including the Frenchbuilt SCAN-30 Widgeons. This is the
most comprehensive coverage of these
iconic aircraft yet.

Reviews include:
Seaplane Association of America – The
greatest work ever done on the Grummans.
Aeroplane – Book of the Month. Air-Britain’s
latest blockbuster covers types which have not
had much publicity and is therefore a useful
reference source.
Antilles Seaplanes – Wow! It’s beautiful.

A4, hardback, 448 pages, 625 photos and numerous line drawings of each type.

Members and Non-members £15.00

Gifts of War – Spitfires and other Presentation
Aircraft in Two World Wars Henry Boot and Ray Sturtivant
In 1940, ordinary people were desperate to
play their part in beating the Luftwaffe, so
the idea of Spitfire Funds was born. Funds
sprang up across the country, and around
the world to have a local name painted on
the cowling. Money poured in for a variety
of aircraft types, until around £14,000,000
had been contributed.
This book tells the full story of this immense
effort – how and where the money was

collected, the full detailed service records
of around 1,500 Spitfires and 1,000 other
aircraft of 40 different types. It also gives
the most complete account yet of a similar
scheme of World War One.
Over 430 black and white photographs,
many never before in print. Sixteen pages
are in colour, including 60 detailed with
side views.

A4, hardback, 446 pages, 430 b&w photos, 60 colour side views.

Members and Non-members £15.00
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SPRING SALE
Retribution and Recovery – German Aircraft and
Aviation 1919-1922
Lennart Andersson and Ray Sanger
This is a scholarly analysis of the role of
the Inter-Allied Commission of Control
which, with the end of World War One
in 1918 and the beginning of punitive
reparations, began to roam its way far
and wide across Europe. Its mandate
was to seek out and destroy all German
aeronautical material and military
aviation production facilities.

aircraft and airships to aero engines,
instrumentation and wireless equipment
through to armament – as part of the
Allies’ systematic demilitarisation of
Germany.
Focussing specifically on the effect that
the Armistice terms and the provisions
of the Peace Treaty had on the German
aviation industry, the authors detail for
the first time how many of the wartime
military aircraft and post war civil
designs found their way to other parts
of the world, sometimes by surprising
means.

Airfields and factories were surveyed,
technical advances made by aeronautical
designers and engineers assessed. The
Commission’s inspectors targeted every
aspect of aviation-related activity – from

95

Dornier Rs.IV

The Dornier Rs.IV was
based on the Rs.III flying
boat, which
was of an all-metal stressed
skin construction made
of duralumin,
and it was of an unusual
configuration. The hull
was relatively
short compared with its
width and was fitted with
sponsons, the
first time these had been
used by Dornier. These
stabilised the
machine in the water and
contributed to lift during
flight. The
Rs.IV was powered by
two pairs of 245hp Maybach
engines set in separate
Mb.IVa
nacelles in tandem supported
by the hull
through a complex structure
of struts. The monoplane
wing and
fuselage were supported
above the engines by struts.
The wing had
three spars of triangular
cross section and was fabric
covered. The
ailerons were servo-assisted.
The fuselage of metal construction
supported a biplane tail
and a single fin and
rudder. The
modifications on the Rs.IV
included moving the pilot’s
to the front of the fuselage
cockpit
and simplifying the empennage
to a
Upper right Dornier
Rs.III s/n 1431
(c/n 4) was used at
Norderney by the
German Navy for
mine searching in
1919. Parts of it were
later delivered to
Italy.

cruciform design with an
aerodynamically balanced
rudder. The
first flight took places on
12 October 1918 on Lake
Constance and
testing continued until the
Armistice.
In June 1919 the machine
was overhauled and a conversion
made for civil use. The
was
pilots’ seats high up in
the fuselage were
moved back to an open cockpit
near the bow of the hull.
The cabin
in the fuselage could have
been made large enough
to take up to
20 passengers but room
was made for only six
seats. Uprated
Maybach Mb.IVa engines
were fitted. Thorough
flight testing
of the civilian version took
place during 1919 and
it was found
that the aircraft had good
flying characteristics, apart
from the
ailerons being rather heavy.
Afterwards the flying boat
was used
for sightseeing flights over
Lake Constance, but it was
dismantled
in the autumn of 1920.

Middle right Close
up of the hull and
engine nacelles of
the Dornier Rs.III.
(Gentilli)

Lower right In April
1920 the IAACC
ordered the scrapping
of the Dornier Rs.IV
(c/n 15, s/n 8801),
which had been
converted for civil use
with a cabin for six
passengers in June
1919.

A4, hardback, 274 pages, over 500 photos and maps.

Members and Non-members £15.00
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Truculent Tribes, Turbulent Skies –
The RAF in the Near and Middle East 1919-1939
Vic Flintham

Aden and British

Somaliland

However, it
was under
local Army
control, supporting
available were
the two resident
insufficient to
battalions, one
undertake
a punitive expedition
British and one
8 Sqn arrived
it was
Indian, reduce
at Khormaksar
and active
against Yemeni
the garrison, transfer decided to Hinaidi on 27
from
February 1927,
raiding of DH9As
parties from
a squadron
beginning
early 1922. The
what was to
from Iraq and
be a 43-year
ADF was Aden
raise a force of
absorbed by 8
stay in the
Sqn on 1 January
Protectorate
Levies to support Arabian Peninsula, but did
1928.
RAF activity.
not begin
operations in
(A local Yemeni
earnest
Intervention
from the Yemen unit had been formed for defenceinfantry following year. By this until early the
time it was under
during the
the Great War
authority of HQ
but disbanded
Aden Command
By early 1927
in
1925.)
The
Levies were formed
RAF having assumed
, the
Zaidi incursions
on 1 April 1928
were and
becoming a serious
prime responsibi
numbered 600
for policing the
lity
threat, negotiatio
men, recruited
territory from
in 1926 having
ns mainly
February
1928.
from
failed to halt
Coincidentally,
tribes in the
aggression. The
the Protectora
the two deployed
Western infantry
Imam had some
te area, organised
battalions were
6,000 platoons
tribesmen under
into six Zaidis
withdrawn.
arms, officered
with British
had intruded
by ex addition
officers. In
Turkish Army
into the Alawi
Quteibi areas and
personnel, and
and
to the Levies,
D Flt of 8 Sqn
kidnapped two
around formed
12,000 reserves.
sheikhs.
The response,
in March 1928
The town of Dhala
based on informatio
with
been occupied,
had three)
n
Rolls-Royce armoured two (later an extensive
but since ground
intelligence network, from
forces Crossley
cars and a bombing
was a
tender sent from
raid by 11
Iraq.
DH9As against
Qataba on 21
February 1928.

The new Fairey

IIIFs of 8 Sqn lined

up for AOC’s inspection

at Khormaksar

in 1929. Judging

from the general

postures the happening

is not imminent!

149

In 1920 the fledgling Royal Air Force
was tasked with enforcing British rule
in Mesopotamia, an area roughly
corresponding to modern-day Iraq and
Kuwait. This involved flying in extreme
climate – over perilous terrain – dealing
with tribes that were often hostile, and
struggling to keep inadequate aircraft
operational. It is arguable that the
RAF’s success ensured its survival as an
independent air force.
This book covers the whole of the Middle
East, Egypt and East Africa. It includes
the RAF’s support for the pioneer long-

Hangar shot of

most of the IIIFs

of 8 Sqn in 1931.

Aircraft noted

are K1119/B, J9678/M,

J9145/L and J9675/P.

(via PHTG)

distance flyers and early airline services.
There are more than 560 photographs.
Hardly any have appeared in print before.
Most are of astonishing quality. The
aircraft illustrated include all the types
used by the RAF in this area.
There are also wonderful images of
officers and men at both work and leisure,
armoured vehicles, aircraft carriers, and
of course the airfields. This visual feast
is rounded off by four glorious full-page
colour paintings and 22 maps.

A4 hardback, over 560 photos, 4 colour plates, 302 pages + index.

Members and Non-members £15.00

Spitfire International
Helmut Terbeck, Harry van der Meer and Ray Sturtivant
During and after the Second World War, well over
6,000 Spitfires and Seafires were flown by air forces
around the world other than the RAF. Spitfire
International provides detailed histories of all those
that have been identified.
This book provides information on the many air
forces that used the spitfire and the units which

operated them. Even including details of Spitfires
captured and flown in Germany.
It also includes outline details of all Spitfires known
to have been flown outside the UK with civil
registrations. It is profusely illustrated with around
460 b&w and colour illustrations, including 71 high
quality side views, insignia and maps.

A4, hardback, 480 pages, 460 b&w and colour photos, 71 colour side views.

Members and Non-members £15.00
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SPRING SALE
Under B-Conditions – British Manufacturers’
Trials Aircraft Since 1929 Doug Revell
B-Conditions identity markings have
been applied to British aircraft used for
experimental purposes and flight testing
since 1929. They provide an identity to
aircraft without a CoA prior to being
placed on civil or military registers.
There is no official B-Conditions register.
With the temporary nature of these
markings, details of their usage can only
be discovered from personal observation
and the work of aviation historians.

SR.A/1 flying boat fighter, Lancasters
used by Flight Refuelling, and Napier’s
crop-spraying Bensen gyrocopters. There
are extensive lists of production aircraft
and those refurbished for onward sale.

Complementing well known types, the
book features such lesser known aircraft as
the Handley Page Manx tailless aircraft,
the Short S31 scale prototype for the Short
Stirling, the Supermarine High Speed
Spitfire, the Miles M.39 Libellula flying
wing naval interceptor, the Saunders Roe

The Aviation Historian – This is what AirBritain excels at, gathering together difficult-tofind historical aviation data and presenting them
in a user-friendly and attractive package.

A product of detailed research, listing all
known B-Conditions allocations up to the
present day. The book features the biggest
assembly ever of photos of B-Condition
aircraft.

Aeroplane – Book of the Month ★★★★★
A4, hardback, 296 photos, 208 pages.

Members and Non-members £17.50

False Dawn – The Beagle Aircraft Story
Tom Wenham
332
FAlse DAwn –

The BeAgle AircrAFT

sTory

additional funds,
which was highly
diluting the amount
unlikely, or Above: The
prototype Bulldog
intended for civil
under construction
work, which
Pup-180
at Shoreham. (Beagle)
was
Pup-180 was thoughtundesirable as the civil
to be far more important.
Despite Mintech’s
had already received lack of enthusiasm, Beagle
interest, not only
RAF, but from
from the
other Air Forces.
The plan was
to assimilate the
requirements of
all these
Forces and arrive
at a basic specificatio Air
could, by incorporati
n that
ng relatively
changes, satisfy
minor
each Air Force’s
needs.
individual
The interest of
the Swedish Armed
was the catalyst
Forces
that instigated
morphosis of
the metathe military Pup
Bulldog. Ben
into the
Gunn took
the Pup-150
demonstrator,
G-AVLN c/n
B.121.004, to
Sweden in November
to make an assessment 1968 for the Swedes Above: The sole Bulldog
completed by Beagle
is seen here in a
initio trainer. Impressed of the type as an ab (Peter Heathcote Collection)
plain livery outside
though they were
the Pup assembly
the Pup-150, the
building at Shoreham.
with
Royal Swedish
(RSAF) specification
Air Force’s
, 125/09/01-69,
a much stronger
called for
aircraft. Such was
of re- design required,
the extent
Beagle took the
to halt work on
the Pup-180 and decision
with a new designation
start again
, the B.125.
The Swedes had
first expressed interest
Pup during Eric
Greenwood’s Europeanin the
in Autumn 1967,
tour
following which
mitted a quotation
Beagle
to the Royal SwedishsubBoard (RSAB)
Air
for
50 for the Air Force 78 Pup Series 4 trainers,
and 28 for the
Air Force’s requiremen
Army. The
ts were closer
Pup’s specification
to the
than those of the
Army who Above:
After
a visit to the spray

shop the prototype

sported a smart

dark red and white

Beagle emerged in the mist of a 1960
October dawn. It was the climax of Peter
Masefield’s dream to overthrow the
myth of Britain not being able to sustain
a light aircraft industry. The company
only lasted ten years. A decade of mismanagement, domination of the wrong
designs and fearsome boardroom battles,
all within a period of a national economic
crisis. The British government stepped
in to help but ultimately only to steer the
company into receivership.

The author has diligently researched his
subject and has enjoyed unqualified access
to company papers held within Masefield’s
personal archive as well as extensive files
held at The National Archives.
The story of Beagle, long overdue in the
telling, is covered in this definitive history.
‘The publisher and author should be
congratulated in producing this excellent book
which must be the definitive volume on the
subject’ RAeS AEROSPACE magazine.

A4, hardback, detailed individual aircraft histories, 464 pages.

scheme. (Chris England)

Members and Non-members £15.00

Miles Aircraft – The Post-War Years – Reading and
Newtownards 1945-1948
Peter Amos
CHAPTEr 11: M

ILES

M.57 AErOVAN

MKS.1 TO MK.6

AND PrOPOSED
VArIANTS

115

A classic photograph
of G-AILC, a
Miles Aerovan

Mk.4. (MAL)

when Air Contractor
s was chartered
from Geneva.
to bring two ¾-ton
The trip was
castings
accomplished
trouble by two
without difficulty
of the aircraft.
or

Air Contractor
s Ltd, an ad hoc
charter company
was formed by
Group Captain
based at Woodley,
Holding a freight
PH
contract with Miles Maxwell on 15th May 1946.
was made on
Aircraft Ltd, their
2nd June 1946
first charter
possible by the
from Woodley
to
generosity of
prototype, G-AGOZ
FG Miles who Ireland, made
hired them the
to launch the
(G-AHTX, G-AHXH,
business.
G-AIDI, G-AIHK, Five Aerovan Mk.3s
Aerovan Mk.4s
G-AIHL) and
(G-AISI and G-AIKV)
two
were acquired
during 1946.
The News Exchange,
a magazine issued
gave details of
by
Nuffield Exports
the
Ltd,
air: On a Thursday first motor car to be delivered
to a customer by
morning in late
October 1946
(the 18th in fact

Loading a Nuffield

Products motor

car into G-AIDI,

an Air Contractors

– PA), a new Morris
Eight saloon
Exports Ltd, its
road destination car was checked out of Nuffield
to make history
Woodley Aerodrome
aerodrome it was in the motor industry. Upon . This car was
arrival at the
designed ramp driven on to the landing strip,
climbed
and disappeare
Aerovan freight
d into the fuselage a specially
plane (G-AIDI
of a Miles
– PA)
Ltd. It was the
first British private operated by Air Contractor
factory by air.
s
car to be delivered
Within
from
safely lashed down a short time of reaching
the field the car a
inside
the plane, the
was
tank, the necessary
petrol drained
from the
and the Aerovan papers handed to the pilot,
W/C ME Pickford,
was on its way.
factory, the car
Within
four hours
was delivered
to Guernsey Airport, of leaving the
Customs and,
on the same afternoon,
passed through
registration number,
was handed over and now with its Guernsey
to recall that
to its owner.
experiments have
speedy on and
previously been It is interesting
off loading of
carried with
motorcars from
the first time
aircraft, but this the
that one had
was
transaction in
been carried
Britain.
as a commercia
l

Ltd Aerovan Mk.4.

The culmination of decades of meticulous research, this volume tells the story of Miles
Aircraft during arguably its most innovative but certainly its most difficult period.
Peter Amos concludes that the collapse of the company was orchestrated by a financial
advisor to the company. He also argues that the M.52 would have achieved supersonic
flight, ahead of the Americans, had the project not been cancelled.
This volume covers, in far greater depth than any previous study, the Messenger,
Aerovan, Gemini, Marathon and Merchantman, the Martinet Trainer conversion for
the Royal Navy, plus all the numerous design studies.
There are more than 600 photographs, many not published before, period
advertisements and technical drawings. The accompanying CD contains much
additional material on the demise of the company and production of various types, and
many hundreds of additional photographs.
A4, hardback, detailed individual aircraft histories, 448 pages + CD.

Members and Non-members £15.00
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Fairey Fox – Caught in the Tides of War
Edwin Hoogschagen, Yves Duwelz and Amaru Tincopa

and the site was
completed in Septembe
of the same year.
r 25,5 litre V-12
engine producing
A second order for
a maxi28 Fox II’s was com- mum power of 710hp. The
pletely assigned
moderately
supercharged
to Avions Fairey.
These The Gosselies- Prince II produced 835hp.
   ϐ
built
  Ǥ
The rigging wires
 AF.6022 was used as
were
Ǥ ϐ
streamlined examples, all replaced with 

ͳͻ͵ͷǤ
radiator design was
improved and the

aircraft were equipped ϐǤǡ
with Dunlop pneumati
ful
of
P.12
engines
c brakes. Fittings
was built. The British
radio and oxygen
for Air Ministry
equipmen
allowing such equipmen t were added, 12 project, favoured the Rolls Royce PVwhich would claim
t to be built in
 Ǥ 
fame as the
Merlin.
ʹͳͳͻ͵͵ ϐ   
After testing was
ϐ
December of the
ʹͺ turned to Gosselies. complete, AF.6022 resame
numbers were AF.6001year. Construction
Next, an order for
to AF.6028, with
17 machines was
military serials
 Ǥ 
O-13
O-19 and O-24 were to O-40. Of these,       ϐ
 Ǥ
dual control trainer
aircraft and were
Ǥ  ϐcant change
known
School). One machine, as Fox IIS (S for tion of the was the selection of an selecRolls Royce Kestrel
AF.6015, was lost
ϐ
IIMS engine
with maximum
 ͳͻ͵͵Ǥ
power output of
ǡ   
635hp
ϐ   Ǥ at take-off. The c/n’s were
During a looping
AF.6032 to
AF.6048, and military
one
serials O-41 to O-57.
Both men could save of the wings broke.  ϐ
  
parachute, although themselves with the ͳͻ͵͵
ʹͺ  
ϐ ʹͲ
the unfortunate guest
lost a hand in the
 
1934. Of these machines,
accident.
O-55
In 1931 Fairey had
and O-57
were
dual control aircraft
started a new engine
and known as
project, the P.12,
Mk.III-S.
called Prince. It
was a
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Three well respected aviation historians
have compiled what may become a definitive
monograph on the Fairey Fox. From the first
flight of the prototype in January 1925, the
Fairey Fox was a winner. However, there
was some resistance from the RAF as it was
powered by an American engine. Later
that year ACM Hugh Trenchard famously
ordered a squadron of Foxes for the RAF.
The authors detail the production and
development of the aircraft in Belgium.
The Fox saw extensive service the in the
Belgian Air Force. The first aircraft were
manufactured in England, with Belgian
built examples being delivered in April
1933. It served in Belgium up to the
German invasion in May 1940, despite

being woefully outdated by then.
Peru purchased six Fox Mk IV aircraft
in 1933 and their use by the Peruvian
Air Corps up to the early/mid-1940s is
extensively covered.
The book corrects many misunderstandings
and outright myths surrounding the history
of the type. It is well-illustrated with unique
and high-quality photographs. Furthermore,
illustrator Luca Canossa, has produced
some 15 colour profiles, which beautifully
complement the text. There is an index and
bibliography.
Definitely a must for all those enthusiasts
interested in inter-war military aircraft.

210x224mm, hardback, 145 photos, 120 pages.

Members and Non-members £25.00

Driving Force – The History of Sabena Belgian Airlines,
Predecessor and Successor Günter Endres
Produced to the normal high standards
by this well respected author, this history
of the Belgian national carrier includes
details of its predecessor and successor
airlines. Unusually, the beginnings and
early development of Belgian aviation
was not to be found in Europe, but in its
colony in Central Africa, where Société
Anonyme Belge d’Exploitation de la
Navigation Aérienne, always known as
Sabena, went on to establish an extensive
network of scheduled services within the
Belgian Congo, and also inaugurated the
Ligne impériale between Belgium and the
Congo. A limited European network was
also flown, as was a North American service
after the World War Two. The loss of the
7KH'RXJODV'&LQDYD
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Congo, which became independent in 1960,
and with it, some two-thirds of its income,
was a hefty blow from which it never
fully recovered. An ill-fated alliance with
Swissair finally forced it into bankruptcy
in 2001. Some 20 years after its collapse,
arguments continue over the reasons for
Sabena’s bankruptcy. The author concludes
that the Belgian Government could have
done more to save its flag-carrier.
The book is well illustrated throughout with
period and contemporary photographs,
maps, 17 colour side views of Sabena
aircraft & helicopters and contemporary
marketing collateral. There are histories of
all the Sabena aircraft.

A4, hardback, 163 pages, 155 photographs, 17 colour side views

Members and Non-members £30.00

BE2a – A Definitive History
Written by the world’s leading authority on the
Royal Aircraft Factory, this volume is a detailed
history of the development and operation of the
BE2a. There are individual aircraft histories on
every BE2a built, both RFC aircraft and the four
for the RNAS. These are written in a narrative
style with a full or double page photograph of
the aircraft concerned. In addition, there are
dedicated sections on experiments with wireless
in BE2a aircraft, Captain Longcroft’s long range
flights, Lt. Col. Burke DSO who commanded 2
Squadron flying BE2a aircraft in France at the

Paul R. Hare and Andrew Willox
outbreak of WW1, the Renault 70hp V8 engine,
BE2a aerofoils and the replicas currently in
existence.
There is a marvellous range of contemporary
photographs and Royal Aircraft Factory
drawings, as well as colour images of various
replicas. This book is a must for enthusiasts of
pre-WW1 and early WW1 aircraft.
Aeroplane **** ‘This book has been designed and
printed to the highest standards, with excellent
photographs on every page.’

Members and Non-members £30.00
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Civil Markings of Japan 2022

Hawker – The
Yugoslav Story

Kiyoshi Sato Editor
This is the latest edition of
this popular annual listing
of Japanese commercial
registrations. The first
edition was published in
1973. Updated to October
2021.

Aleksander Ognjević
This book covers the story of the
Hawker Fury, Hind and Hurricane
in Yugoslav service. Little has
been written about the struggle in
the air by the handful of valiant
Yugoslav fighter pilots flying
obsolete Hawker Fury biplanes and
obsolescent Hawker Hurricanes
against the Luftwaffe during the
invasion in April 1941.

A5, softback.

Members and Nonmembers £10.00

LAST FEW COPIES REMAINING!

The author has left no stone unturned in exploring those files still
remaining in archives. He follows the aircraft in use in a day by day
history, unit by unit. He has even sought to establish who were the
individuals and units the Yugoslav pilots met in combat.
A4, hardback, 196 pages.

Members and Non-members £35.00

Propliner Annual 2021

2021 Annual

PROPLINERS IN THE

JEWEL OF THE INDIAN

SUPER ALEUTIAN ELECTRA

OCEAN

Although Ceylon’s national
carrier never operated
equipment ensured
a large fleet of aircraft,
that the airline’s colourful
their choice of
livery adorned a variety
TOM SINGFIELD spotlights
of classic types.
the history and operations
of Air Ceylon

A fabulous variety of classic
‘propliners’ were operated
World War Two. Launching
in Ceylon after
operations with a trio of
Dakotas, the national
airline Air Ceylon flew
small numbers of Douglas
DC-4s, a Lockheed
Constellation, an Electra,
Super Constellation, Hawker
Siddeley 748s and
even a Nord 262. Having
made agreements first with
Australian National
Airways and later with KLM
to operate their long haul
routes, at one time
the Air Ceylon network
stretched from London
all the way to Sydney.
Although the airline never
aspired to become one of
the world’s major carriers, Air Ceylon enjoyed
many years of colourful
and reliable operations.
Although this article will
concentrate on post-war
activity in Ceylon, it is worth
‘propliner’
mentioning the first regular
ger service, using Ceylon
wartime passenas both a terminus and a
transit point, was flown
by five British-registered
QANTAS PBY-5 Catalinas.
With Singapore in
the hands of the Japanese
after February 1942, QANTAS
non-stop regular services
commenced
between Koggala Lake
in Ceylon and Perth in
Western Australia. Carrying
just
freight, the first service departed three or four passengers plus mail and
Koggala on July 10 1943
crossing. Because the
for the 28-hour
eastbound
between take-off and touchdown, passengers experienced two sunrises
they were entitled to membership
“The Secret Order of the
of
Double Sunrise”. In 1944,
the PBYs were augmented with – and subsequently
replaced by – Consolidated
which in turn were replaced
Liberators,
by Avro Lancastrians.
The last of these
record-breaking flights took
place in April 1946.
A NATIONAL AIRLINE
FOR CEYLON
In 1947, after 133 years
of British rule, the Indian
of Ceylon was looking
Ocean island
forward to a new era of
independence from the
mother country. At the
same time, the Ceylon Government
hugely important role that
had
seen
the
transport aviation had played
during the Second
World War, and were well
aware that a national airline
would become a
necessity if the nation
was to encourage tourism
and provide efficient
domestic air services. By
ordering a trio of Douglas
Dakotas, they wisely
chose an aircraft type that
already proved
Enchanted by the State of Alaska meet
foralltwenty
five had
years,
ROBBIE
SHAW
itself worldwide
and could
foreseeable requirements.
The Dakota could also
be flown and
recalls several jump-seatHEADING
rides aboard the pride
of the
PHOTOGRAPH: Glorious
spectacle
Lockheed
Reeve Aleutian Airways fleet
made
over
decades
ago of leased KLM
L-1049G
Supertwo
Constellation 4R-ACH
(c/n 4553) running up
her mighty Wright R-3350
Turbo-Compound piston
engines. The type was
replaced by a KLM Electra
in November 1960.
Following my 1996 jump-seat ride in a Northern Air Cargo Douglas DC6 during my first visit to Anchorage, I was determined to visit the ‘last
(Dhamseth Pallawela Collection)
RIGHT: Air Ceylon Douglas
frontier’ again and explore the region even further. Prior to the trip in
DC-3 VP-CAS (c/n 25464)
Devi” in her second livery
May/June 1998, I had made arrangements with Reeve Aleutian Airways to
“Viharamaha
at Ratmalana Airport soon
after delivery with
a cadre of immaculately
visit them in connection with a feature article for “Airways” magazine,
dressed aircrew. This
aircraft paid a visit to
Heathrow in June 1947.
which I was hoping might give me the chance of a flight aboard one of
(Dhamseth Pallawela Collection)
their Lockheed Electras. Reeve proved to be excellent hosts, and all the
material was collated for the magazine article, which was published in the
February 1999 issue.

AROUND
THE ALEUTIANS
The international review of
classic piston-engined and
turboprop transport aircraft

£12

124

EXTENSIVE ALEUTIAN NETWORK
At the time their fleet comprised three Electras and two Boeing
727-100s which, as the airline name suggested, were used primarily to
link locations in Alaska, and in particular, the Aleutian Islands and also to
the Pribilof Islands in the middle of the Bering Sea, midway between
Alaska and Russia. There were services to eleven Aleutian destinations
from Anchorage, including Adak at the very end of the island chain, while
Dillingham, King Salmon, Kodiak and Saint Paul were all on the airline’s
extensive route network.
Some of these points, such as Adak and Shemya, were flown
on behalf of the U.S. military, though due to the distances involved, these
were predominantly tasked to the 727 fleet. An early assignment for the
Electras in Reeve service was the transportation of nuclear industry workers to Amchitka, far down the Aleutian chain, where subterranean nuclear
bomb tests were carried out. The airline also flew a mostly outbound
freight service to Provideniya in Russia. Flights were also sometimes
made to Anadyr, Magadan, Yakutsk and Vladivostok, some of which
involved the carriage of cruise ship passengers. Outside the Reeve hangar
at their Anchorage base sat a pair of NAMC YS-11A turboprops, which
had been withdrawn from service and were up for sale.
HEADING PHOTOGRAPH: Reeve Aleutian Lockheed L-188C Electra
N1968R (c/n 2007) soaring high over the snow-capped mountains surrounding the Cook Inlet during a training flight on May 6 2000.
RIGHT: The distinctive Reeve Aleutian logo that was so familiar to generations of Alaskans.
(All photographs Robbie Shaw)

70

Tony Merton Jones
The latest edition of the Propliner Annual contains 160 pages filled with 21
feature articles, news items and hundreds of glorious photographs. Among the
treats this year are a detailed history of Air Ceylon’s ‘propliner’ era, we take a
trip to the sunshine of Martinique 40 years ago, and for Bristol Freighter fans
there is the concluding part of Silver City’s famous cross-Channel operations and
the story of New Zealand’s military Freighters. Other items include the return
to Norway of Braathens’ last Douglas DC-6B, the first part of a series covering
the post-war French independents, a snapshot of Prestwick Airport in the fifties,
VARIG’s Electras and the Ponte Aérea, Avro Yorks at Shannon, a Carvair
incident at Dublin, Brazil’s long association with the Friendship, Great Northern
Airways in Canada, the mystery surrounding the delivery of three Friendships
from New Zealand to Africa in 1983 is solved, and so much more besides.
This is an absolute must for all airliner enthusiasts.
A4, softback, 160 pages, 365 photographs plus maps and graphics.

Members and Non-members £13.50

Pan Am in Norway 1935-1991
This softback book details the struggles of Pan
Am to open an air service between Norway
and the USA. Pan Am wanted to start a trial
service in 1936 to be followed with a scheduled
service in 1940.
The author describes the negotiations between
the Nordic airline companies and Pan Am
before the war, and gives a detailed description
of the post-war development. Initially started
by American Overseas Airlines in April 1946.
Pan Am took over in 1950 with DC-4, DC-6

Rob J M Mulder
and DC-7 piston engine airliners, followed
by Douglas DC-8 and Boeing 707 aircraft.
From 1976, a service between Oslo and
London was opened, first with the Boeing 727,
and subsequently Boeing 737 aircraft. From
London there were connections to New York
and other destinations.
Sumptuously illustrated with over 100 colour
and b&w images, including timetables, posters
historic ticket covers, baggage tickets, and
adverts.

A4, softback, 76 pages, 103 b & white and colour photographs.

Members and Non-members £17.50
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Beagle Pup – G-AVDF – Return to the Skies
Anne Hughes and Andy Amor
44

G-AVDF – THE BEAGLE PUP

PROTOTYPE – RETURN TO

This is the story of G-AVDF from before the first flight using the preserved reports
of every flight, the analysis and evaluation of its test flying and the minutes of board
meetings
asn well as first-hand accounts.
Part
Two: The Retur

THE SKIES

to Flight

Launched on 8 April 1967, it flew as a test aircraft for two and a half years. The
Beagle Pup prototype was displayed at the Paris Air Show in 1967 and hailed as
a winner with orders placed across the world. It was used briefly as a test-bed for
the military Beagle Bulldog before being left, partially dismantled, in the back of a
hangar.

Restoration: First Steps
It began with Beagle News!
The Beagle
Beagle Aircraft Ltd and consequently News of the 1960’s was produced by
told the story of the birth
Pup. The first edition was
of the Beagle
produced in 1964 and with
the demise of Beagle
in 1970 magazine production
stopped. The Beagle Pup
and Bulldog Club
resurrected the magazine
many years later.

G-AVDF in storage in Berkshire
up to
the restoration 2015. (Janet
Eastment)

When Anne Hughes took
over the editorship of the
new publication in 2014
it coincided with the
50th anniversary of Shoreham’s
first Beagle News.
She decided to include a
short article about the prototype
Beagle Pup, G-AVDF
in the anniversary edition.
Research for the article
necessitated a visit to David
Collings who had owned
G-AVDF since 1993. Following
her first glimpse of the
aeroplane in David
Collings’ shed, Anne was
also able to peruse the original
log books. A discussion
soon ensued as to David’s
intentions, dreams and aspirations
for this unique and
now historic aeroplane.

At Bourne Park.(Bob Smith)

The sticking point was
always airworthiness certification.
Undaunted, Clegg
instigated enquiries with
the CAA and the Popular
Flying Association (now
LAA) on how a route might
the
be found to bring G-AVDF
back to the skies.
Sadly, whilst the discussions
were ongoing, Ray Clegg
suffered a fatal stroke.
Returning G-AVDF to the
skies seemed to be turning
into a difficult and daunting
challenge. The premature
deaths of two engineers
who had both embraced
project did nothing to lift
the
the gloom. G-AVDF was
moved into long term storage
on David Colling’s property
in Berkshire while he concentrated
young family and running
on bring up his
his business,Vega Solutions
Ltd.
Events had overtaken the
project. Apart from a single
visit from John Dickin,
Beagle Pup Club member
and a former stress engineer
for Beagle, the Pup’s
only visitors for seventeen
years were to be from the
world of nature.
In the spring of 2015, G-AVDF
sat, partially dismantled, slowly
In the back of dark shed.
gathering dust.
The future did not look
particularly bright.
Events then started to take
an upward path.The unique
aeroplane’s future began
to take a turn for the better.

An original Beagle News from
1967
and several more recent issues
of the
Beagle Pup & Bulldog Club’s
own
Beagle News.

Anne later returned to
photograph the more fragile
of the documents that
David possessed. More
conversations ensued including
a gentle nudging
regarding the possibility of
re-starting the restoration.
The embers of enthusiasm
had been re-kindled.

Bought by a private individual in 1993, the aircraft was kept in a farm shed for
over 17 years before a plan for restoration to flight was put into place. Taken to
Turweston Airfield in 2015 the aeroplane was dismantled and lovingly restored over
the next five years, a process requiring expertise and reverse engineering.

What follows is the story
of G-AVDF’s eventual restoration
to flight. This part
of the book details the highs,
lows and some of the head
in hand moments; the
failures and the eventual triumph.
It is also the story of some
of those individuals
who believed in the dream
enough to return a unique
aircraft to flight.

A4, softback, 96 page, 150 photos, colour side views

Members and Non-members – £17.50

The Fokker Fours

Rob J. M. Mulder

Launched in September 1929, four-engine F32
could carry up to 32 passengers and was at the
time the largest and most luxurious aircraft in
the world. However, after the New York stock
exchange crash, only 10 aircraft were either
completed or in various stages of assembly,
before the production was stopped.
Fokker built the FXXXVI carrying 32
passengers for the Amsterdam-Batavia (now
Djakarta, Indonesia) service, and the smaller
for European services carrying 22 passengers.
Although operated by KLM, neither type were
A4, hardback, 384 pages, 10 colour profiles.

successful due to the introduction of the far
more modern and faster Douglas DC-2.
The only other customer was the Swedish
airline AB Aerotransport which purchased a
single aircraft. KLM sold two of its aircraft to
Scottish Aviation which were subsequently used
by the RAF.
This book is illustrated with over 560
photographs, posters, and colour profiles by
Juanita Franzi.

Members and non-members £37.50

SECONDHAND BOOKS
Air-Britain holds extensive stocks of secondhand books and
magazines which are made available at bargain-basement prices.
Proceeds are in support of AB’s archive initiative. There is
guaranteed to be something for everyone amongst the everchanging and growing stocks.
New lists are issued on a monthly basis, usually in the first week of
the month.
They are available:
(a) 	On the Air-Britain website at:
https://air-britain.com/web/books-2nd/
This site gives details of how to place your order.
(b) 	On the Message Board at:
https://air-britain.freeforums.net/board/67/second-handbooks-magazines
(c) 	By contacting Malcolm Fillmore at:
secondhandsales@air-britain.com
We have most of the books and magazines published by AirBritain over the last 70+ years. In addition we hold an extensive
collection of officially published registers as well as a vast number
Spring 2022

of production histories and registers published by enthusiast
groups around the world. Additionally we have a huge collection of
magazines for sale individually and with substantial discounts for
bulk sales.
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Post to: Air-Britain Sales Department, Unit 1A Munday Works,
58-66 Morley Road, Tonbridge TN9 1RA, UK

Air-Britain members may also buy Air-Britain books at members’ prices (over the counter) from AJ Aviation at West Drayton, Aviation
Retail Direct at Heathrow, and The Aviation Bookshop in Tunbridge Wells - proof of membership (e.g. full magazine address slip) required.
All orders are post-inclusive within the United Kingdom. Orders normally delivered within 7-14 days (UK).
If you are an Air-Britain member, your Membership Number enables us to process your order with more speed and accuracy.
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